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NEW FILM INSTALLATION BY TACITA DEAN EXPLORES THE 
LEGACY OF CHOREOGRAPHER MERCE CUNNINGHAM AND 
COMPOSER JOHN CAGE 
 

Minneapolis, November 19, 2010— British visual artist Tacita Dean brings 
together the work of legendary choreographer Merce Cunningham and 
the experimental composer John Cage in her recent film installation 
Merce Cunningham performs STILLNESS (in three movements) to John 
Cage’s composition 4’33” with Trevor Carlson, New York City, 28 April 
2007 (six performances; six films). This gallery presentation, consisting of 
six film projections on free-standing screens, will be on view at the Walker 
Art Center December 16, 2010 (from 5–9 pm)–March 20, 2011. This first 
work by Dean to enter the Walker’s collection is a poignant, resonant 
complement to the Walker’s long relationship with Cunningham, whose 
work was first presented in 1963. 
 
With what she termed “an audacious request,” Dean asked Cunningham 
to perform to 4’33”, one of the best-known compositions by Cage, who 
was Cunningham’s partner and artistic collaborator until his death in 1992. 
First performed in 1952, the piece consists of 4 minutes and 33 seconds of 
ambient sound generated within the space of its performance. Cage 
aimed to elevate everyday sound to the condition of music, and similarly 
Cunningham revolutionized dance by embracing chance operations in over 
six decades of interdisciplinary collaboration. 
 
In 2007, Cunningham, then 88 years old and in a wheelchair, agreed to 
perform for Dean’s camera and to improvise an entirely new choreography 
for Cage’s work. They set up one spring afternoon with the dancer seated 
in one of his company’s Greenwich Village studios. “The room had the 
energy of working dancers who had left their traces as handprints on the 
mirror wall,” Dean writes about the space. “The urban hum of New York 
was like white noise beneath us, and there was a piano accompanying the 
dancers next door.” For each of the three movements of 4’33”, the dancer 
held a seated posture, with Trevor Carlson, his company director, silently 
signaling the passage of time. “Like a bird of prey, Merce perceived this  
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without gesture, broke his pose and then resettled for the next 
movement,” Dean writes. Cunningham named the new choreography 
STILLNESS.  

 
Dean recorded six individual performances over the course of that 
afternoon. For her installation, each of the resulting six films is projected at 
life-size and “choreographed” in space by the artist to create a field of 
discrete yet overlapping performances, with soundtracks capturing the 
ambient sounds that permeated Cunningham’s studio. As one navigates 
around these projections, the dancer’s resolute immobility animates all 
that surrounds—the play of light across the studio floor, the soundscape of 
the city outside, music from a nearby rehearsal, as well as the grainy 
texture of the filmed image. 

 
Employing the endless revolution of the film projector as a metaphor for 
human memory, Dean’s elegiac work is one of Cunningham’s last recorded 
performances. 
 
About Merce Cunningham 
Merce Cunningham Dance Company’s first Walker Art Center-sponsored 
performance took place in 1963 on the minuscule stage of the Woman’s 
Club Theater in Minneapolis. Dancing were Cunningham, Carolyn Brown, 
Steve Paxton, Viola Farber, Judith Dunn, and Marilyn Wood. John Cage 
served as musical director and Robert Rauschenberg as set and costume 
designer. The Walker’s first full-scale residency with the company in 1969 
was among the earliest of its kind, not only in Minnesota but also in the 
United States, and it continues to serve as a model of how to deeply 
support an artist’s work while effectively developing new audiences. The 
company would return to the Walker 15 times over the next 35 years. Later 
residencies included talks, lecture/demonstrations, and performances at 
venues ranging from the Minneapolis Regional Native American Center 
Gymnasium and the Benedicta Arts Center at the College of Saint 
Benedict in St. Joseph, Minnesota, to events with long-standing partners 
such as Northrop Auditorium and the Hennepin Center for the Arts. 
 
The Walker’s commitment to Merce Cunningham has included the 
commissioning of new works such as Fabrications (1987), Field and Figures 
(1989), and Doubletoss (1993). In more recent years, the Walker mounted 
the singular 1998 exhibition Art Performs Life that explored the life and 
works of Cunningham, Bill T. Jones, and Meredith Monk. The exhibition 
featured Event for the Garden, a special tribute to the Minneapolis 
Sculpture Garden, and incorporated dozens of Andy Warhol’s mylar silver 
pillows floating in the air around the stage. In 2000, the Walker purchased 
Molly Davies and Richard Weise’s video installation which shows David 
Tudor’s preparation of the electronic score for Ocean. Also in 2000, the 
Walker purchased for its permanent collection Jasper Johns’ set pieces for 
Walkaround Time, made in homage to Marcel Duchamp’s The Large Glass. 
In 2005, the Walker and Northrop Auditorium presented Split Sides (2003), 
Native Green (1985), and Suite for Five (1956), with music by John Cage 
and costumes by Robert Rauschenberg. 
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Gallery Hours and Admission 

 
$10 adults; $8 seniors (65+); $6 students (with ID) 
Free to Walker members and children ages 18 and under. 
Free with a paid ticket to a same-day Walker event. 
Free to all every Thursday evening (5–9 pm) and on the first Saturday of 
each month (10 am–5 pm). 
 
Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday  11 am–5 pm 
Thursday  11 am–9 pm 
Closed Mondays 

 
 
 

 
 
        
 
 

      
 
 
 

The Walker Art Center is located at 1750 Hennepin Avenue—where Hennepin meets 
Lyndale—one block off Highways I-94 and I-394, in Minneapolis. 

 
For public information, call 612.375.7600 or visit walkerart.org. Stay connected via your 
mobile device and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
 
 

 


